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SUITE SUCCESS

It’s all about colour in 2018 and in the world of de-

sign. We like colour. It’s inspirational – creating and 

influencing the design of a space or quietly enhanc-

ing a relaxed monochromatic look. Today we are seeing 

colour everywhere.

We can’t help but feel excitement at the prospects of an 

inviting new colour scheme for our home. We are seeing 

such a wonderful, strong classic palette this year, com-

bined with a few surprises that have emerged in design. 

When paired with richly textured fabrics, woods and ac-

cessories, this season’s palette will create a warm and 

cozy, yet sophisticated aesthetic in your home.

Deep and dark port, rich navy, burnt orange, a pretty 

and warm pink, smoky spruce, a great earthy maple . . . 

this is just a taste of what you’ll see this season. These 

colours blend beautifully with some of the slightly more 

obscure yet popular accent colours like a curry-toned 

yellow or a gold-toned lime green. Seeing these tones 

reflected in soft, plush velvets or chenilles, or coarse-

ly textured linen-blends, will definitely put you in the 

mood to redecorate, or even renovate.

Colour is always a great element to introduce into any 

space, so why should your bathroom be any differ-

ent? Using colour in this space is not just about paint-

ing walls and matching accessories, tiles and fixtures. 

Expand your creativity to the bathtub. Luxury British 

bathing brand Victoria + Albert offers a great selection 

of external colour tones for tubs, including gloss black, 

anthracite, stone grey, light grey and matte black. These 

classic shades of grey and warm, dark colours are found 

not only on tubs, but also in basins and vanity furniture. 

They give us abundant inspiration to create fun, unique 

and dramatic bathroom spaces. Now trending with the 

introduction of beautiful, warm gold tones with new un-

lacquered brass finishes and fittings, all these options 

are a stylish complement to any bath space.

These next few months are the best for introducing 

both metallic and colour inspirations into your design 

and décor. Designing with colour can be simpler than 

you may think, and there is nothing to fear. It’s all about 

colour this year, so instead of fighting it, embrace it and 

SUITE SUCCESS
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elevate the look of those tired beige tones in your living 

space.

Find your colour inspiration to give your home that de-

signer touch. Develop for yourself a sophisticated pal-

ette that incorporates not only great new colours, but 

patterns and textures as well. Here are some simple tips 

to get you on your way:

A Lick of Paint
It’s simple: a gallon of paint goes a long way in enrich-

ing any space. With a little bit of work you can quickly 

transform the feel of any room.

Don’t be a Wallflower 
With an abundant selection of colours and patterns, 

wallpaper can translate into an inspirational resource 

for elevating any room.

Picture It 
Invest in a bold, colourful piece of artwork. It’s an easy 

way to immediately change the look of any space.
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